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This article proposes the Tsallis non-extensive entropy econometric approach to forecast components of the
country gross domestic product based on the knowledge of time series macroeconomic aggregates of the past period,
plus some sparse and imperfect information of the current period. Non-extensive entropy technique has proved to
remain a good modelling device not only in the case of high frequency series, but also in the case of aggregated
series. To predict the missing GDP components, we set up a q-generalized Kullback–Leibler information divergence
criterion function with a priori consistency, GDP related macroeconomic constraints and regular conditions. The
model forecasts are compared to the official Polish GDP components of the corresponding period. The proposed
Tsallis entropy approach leads to high predictive performance and shows a stronger estimation stability through
different model simulations than the traditional Shannon model. Furthermore, as expected this Tsallis related
approach seems to reflect a higher stability through parameter computation and simulation in comparison with
the traditional Shannon–Gibbs entropy technique.
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1. Introduction

This paper aims at extending applications of the non-
extensive entropy approach through solving a general-
ized inverse problems of forecasting the components of
gross domestic product(GDP) as stochastic macroeco-
nomic systems. Highly competitive and technological age
requires fast access to information. Trying to meet these
needs, official statistics in particular prepares flash es-
timates which are published as soon as possible (t + 45,
t+30, t+15). Next, immediately after each year/quarter
period, it is a worldwide generalized practice to forecast
the components of GDP for the current or/and future pe-
riods on a basis of existing series of the past periods, plus
some sparse and incomplete information of the period un-
der forecast. Since the beginning of the Cowles commis-
sion at the early of 1930, forecasting socio-economical
events trough econometric techniques has remained a
challenge. One of the existing methodology for econo-
metric modelling and forecasting were developed, among
others, by Tinbergen∗ [1] and Klein† [2] in applied dy-
namic models for economic processes and forecast. This
approach, earlier developed by Marshal relies upon the
analysis principle of “ceteris paribus” and suggests that
economic phenomena are only partially connected. In
reverse, the second school of modelling methodology, ini-
tially proposed by Warlas [3], relies on the general equi-
librium principle, suggesting that socio-economic phe-
nomena are fully interconnected and should not be ana-
lyzed separately. Both econometric methodologies rarely

∗Nobel prize in economics in 1969.
†Nobel prize in economics in 1980.

perform well once implemented for forecasting purposes.
One of the reason of such a poor outcome is a bad knowl-
edge of the data generating system. To simplify the prob-
lem, empirical econometric modelers apply, thanks to the
central limit theorem, the Gaussian hypothesis with the
risk, in many cases, of getting wrong or less stable solu-
tions. A set of recent studies (e.g. [4–10]) seem to un-
derscore that a large array of socio-economic phenomena
take the form of a power-law (PL), in particular distri-
bution of income, wealth, size of firms, macroeconomic
scaling laws and distribution of financial variables.

Authors [11] have studied the dynamics of a general
system of interacting units, each with a complex internal
structure with many subunits which grow in a multiplica-
tive way over a period of twenty years. They found that
such systems display a PL. It is worthwhile to under-
score the similarity of such a system with the internal
mechanics of macroeconomic system, also composed of
interacting economic sectors, each with a complex inter-
nal structure defined by firms exercising similar business.
This list of power-law evidence in social science is not
exhaustive. Following the above and taking into account
that Gaussian model may be a limiting case of PL re-
lated Tsallis entropy model, we propose a q-generalized
Kullback–Leibler information divergence (q-GID)‡ ap-
proach. There exists a few approaches for estimating
GDP components. We apply an expenditure approach
which is private, public and foreign sector oriented. Ac-
cording to that approach, the balanced equation, defining

‡There exist two different versions of the Kullback–Leibler di-
vergence (K–Ld) in Tsallis statistics, namely the usual generalized
K–Ld shown below and the generalized Bregman K–Ld.
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GDP with respect to its components, is as follows:
GDP = C+NPISH +G+GFCF +ALDV+ INV

+X −M. (1)
where C is final consumption expenditures of households,
NPISH is final consumption expenditures of non-profit
institutions serving households, Gis final consumption
expenditures of general government sector, GFCF is gross
fixed capital formation, ALDV is acquisitions less dis-
posals of valuables, INV is changes in inventories, X is
exports and M is imports.

As shown in Table I, the expression GDP at the last
row represents the quarterly GDP as a sum of its quar-
tile components. The above expressions in parenthesis
are later used in tables to explain the GDP components.
Finally, as presented in the outputs paragraph, we shall
use the official GDP component values from the Central
Statistical Office of Poland (GUS) to gauge the perfor-
mance of our proposed modelling technique.

2. Modelling generalized III-behaved
inverse problems

2.1. Statistical problem setting

We forecast the national GDP quarterly components of
the coming year on a basis of the GDP time series prior to
this forecasted period to be adjusted by some incomplete
or sparse data from the current forecast period. This
information generally comes from the sampling surveys
prior or related to the forecast period and is used to ad-
just the prior GDP components of the previous periods.
Based on the Polish case (Table I), the most recent prior
period is that of 2013, while adjusting information comes
from the forecast year of 2014. The yearly periods from
2007 to 2012 have respectively served as GDP component
priors for simulation purposes. The incomplete informa-
tion of forecasted period was provided by the exports and
imports of goods, the average paid employment in total
enterprise sector and the average monthly nominal gross
wage and salary in enterprise sector. These have played
the role of linear approximates to adjust the information
content of the 2013 prior. We have considered, as a start-
ing hypotheses, that the proportion of exports (imports)
of goods in exports (imports) structure, which includes
exports (imports) services in 2014, will be the same as
in the 2013 year of which all data is available. The same
linear relationship was applied to adjust the household
expenditure by the average monthly nominal gross wage
and by the average paid employment in enterprise sector
for assessing the gross fixed capital formation. The ad-
justed government expenditure prior has been computed
through a linear trend. For the remaining accounts, the
values of the prior come from the 2013 GDP components
account, with no change. The same principle has been
applied for the computation of the other lagged periods
for simulation purposes. All the 32 values contained in
the table are more or less approximate and do not statis-
tically reflect the unknown, true values to be estimated.

Furthermore, there is no way to infer about the param-
eters of the true GDP component structure of the fore-
cast period since, in this experiment, we are supposed
not to process related official data. Thus, we deal with
a stochastic inverse problem and no econometric method
exists to cope with this kind of problem. In essence, the
canonical ill-posed inverse problem as the one we deal
with in this paper can be formally presented as it fol-
lows:

X(ζ) =

∫
D

g(Y )h(Y, ζ)dY + b(ζ), (2)

where X means the observed matrix of updated prior,
e.g. the 2013 GDP components data, Y designates the
unknown matrix of the true 2014 GDP components val-
ues to be forecasted, D defines the Hilbert support space
of the model, g is the transformation kernel linking mea-
sures X and Y , b explains random errors.

This is a basic model which consists of solving an inte-
gral equation of the first kind. Following [12], inverse
problem recovery finds application in various fields of
science, particularly in context of optimal control the-
ory. Among different techniques proposed for solving
this type of problems, the Tikhonov related regulariza-
tion theory [13] remains the most applied, besides the
Gibbs–Shannon–Jaynes (e.g. [14]) maximum (cross) en-
tropy principle and the ill-posed stationary first-order
Markov process, in which the operator can be seen as
a generalized transition matrix and the Markov states.
The contribution of this paper consists in extending the
application of the non-extensive cross entropy formalism
to search for global regularity-consistent with the max-
imum (non-extensive) entropy principle, while yielding
the smoothest reconstructions of the Polish forecast of
the GDP component system in the spirit of the Jaynes
model [15].

2.2. The q-generalized Kullback–Leibler
information divergence model

We follow recent works applying the non-extensive en-
tropy econometrics (e.g. [16]) and define a q-GID crite-
rion function to forecast the GDP component distribu-
tion, as it follows:

M ∈ Hq(p‖p0, r‖r0, µ‖µ0) ≡

α
∑

pklm
(pklm|p0klm)q−1 − 1

q − 1

+β
∑

r•lj
(r•lj |r0•lj)q−1 − 1

q − 1
+ . . .

+δ
∑

µk•s
(µk•s|µ0

k•s)
q−1 − 1

q − 1
. (3)

Subject to

C•l =
∑
k

([C•lPkl] + e•l) =

K∑
k

[
M∑

m>2

C•lvklm(pqklm)

]′
+

∑
j=1···J

rq•ljz•lj

 , (4)
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Hk• = Hk• + ωk• = Hk• +

S∑
s=1

µq
k•svk•s, (5)

K∑
k=1

∑
j>2...J

pklm = 1,

J∑
j>2...J

r•lj = 1,

S∑
s>2...S

µk•s = 1 (6)

where C•l means each total by column l (observed val-
ues by quarterly l, including unknown error), Hk• means
each total by row (observed values by GDP component
k), pkl probabilistic structure of GDP components across
quarterlies, “•” means variable related on the total row
or column, according to context.

There exist a few types of constraining forms defining
expectations in the Tsallis statistics. In the above model
we apply the Curado–Tsallis (C–T) constraints [17–19],
the general form of which is as follows: 〈yp〉 =

∑
i p

q
i yi.

The real q stands for the Tsallis parameter whose value
should be around unity, suggesting the PL limiting Gaus-
sian case. Since each row and column total sums are
known with errors, Eqs. (3) and (4) display random
terms respectively equal to e•l and ωk•. These random
terms, like the probabilities pkl , are redefined by the
last terms of the same equations in support space for-
mulation. For more details on the support space defini-
tion, we send the reader to e.g. [20]. The above criterion
function Hq(p‖p0, r‖r0, µ‖µ0) measures the relative non-
extensive entropy generated by the divergence between
the prior and the posterior hypotheses through the fore-
casting process. The weights α, β, δ , introduced in the
above dual objective function, define the trade-off be-
tween two types of terms (Golan [20]) which may exer-
cise a significant impact on the model optimal outputs
through the Lagrange multipliers linking the constrain-
ing information with the objective function. Likewise, it
is worthy to recall that adding new consistency macroe-
conomic relations to the constraining part of the above
model (Eqs. (3)–(8)) should increase the quality of the
forecast in conformity with the maximum entropy princi-
ple connected with the Bayesian optimal processing rule.
Finally, as far as the above parameter confidence area is
concerned, we send the readers to [16]. It has been shown
in [21] that computed indexes fulfil the basic Fisher–Rao–
Cramer information index properties, including symme-
try, continuity, additivity and maximum.

3. Outputs and discussions

The model has been computed through the GAMS
code and data which come from GUS database [22].
The presented below outputs have been derived from the
non-seasonally adjusted time series (period 2001 q1 to
2013 q4). In spite of the fact outputs from the season-
ally adjusted series will not be presented here, we found
their forecast error coefficient very close to that from the
original data. The seasonal adjustment was carried out
through the TRAMO/SEATS technique [23]. Table I

displays the targeted Tsallis, post relative entropy out-
puts and Table II — the percentage deviation of the fore-
casted GDP component outputs from its official compo-
nent values. These changes are synthesized through the
q-GID variance equal to 4.71 × 10−5. This stands for
the deviation average between the GDP component dis-
tribution prior and posterior. In the all cases, we found,
as expected, the Tsallis-q parameter was around unity.
Likewise, the computed outputs from the Shannon–Gibbs
model were similar enough to those from the Tsallis re-
lated technique. Next, aiming at gauging the stability of
the non-extensive entropy technique, we have carried out
further simulations in which the 2013 prior was replaced
by the priors of six year period back. Each of these pri-
ors was updated by the same available information of the
2014 forecast period.

Figure 1 displays the q-GID variances explaining the
deviation between the posteriors and the priors (red color
line) or between the posteriors and the official data from
GUS. For the computation of the posterior of each pe-
riod, the corresponding prior has been introduced into
the equation system (2)–(6) and the related q-GID vari-
ance was calculated. As expected, the closer the forecast
period the posterior is, the lower is the information loss
of the q-GID technique, with respect to the official data
from GUS. This is not the case for the line linking the
posteriors and the priors. It does not show a trend on
the analyzed period 2007–2013. This suggests that the
posteriors fit well with the corresponding priors. In re-
verse, these stand worse with time back in information
recovering by the entropy model.

TABLE I
Post entropy GDP components for quartilles (posterior).

component KW1 KW2 KW3 KW4 total
C 265175.7 257440.6 260017.2 251011.8 1033645.25

NPISH 3766.44 3775.118 4041.427 3585.088 15168.072
G 80039.17 80793.39 81919.94 82898.56 325651.062

GFCF 47588.84 68833.14 75089.4 124035.3 315546.684
INV 4092.967 234.212 1689.846 2320.367 8337.392

ALDV 370.855 197.416 389.027 356.755 1314.052
X 193624.4 199039.5 200581 207953.9 801198.767
M 186874.4 189971.8 197097.9 199705.3 773649.338

PKB kwart 407783.9 420341.5 426630 472456.5

TABLE II
Percentage deviation of the forecasted GDP compo-
nent outputs from its true official component values for
quartilles.

component KW1 KW2 KW3 KW4 total
C –0.145 –0.691 –1.085 –2.012 –0.966

NPISH –5.843 1.115 –8.381 –8.698 –5.31
G –10.59 –4.865 –8.322 8.248 –3.251

GFCF 8.872 5.964 5.984 5.853 6.376
INV –15.837 89.37 50.441 –15.775 25.23

ALDV –804.523 –373.419 –806.823 –685.803 –668.451
X 1.201 0.722 1.325 1.616 1.222
M 1.01 1.528 –0.509 3.31 1.363

PKB kwart 0.6 2.234 0.249 4.459
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Fig. 1. q-generalised information divergence between
the posterior and respectively the prior and the official
data.

4. Concluding remarks

With all else being equal, the above carried out com-
putations tend to indicate that the entropy technique is
stable enough and could be reliable for solving this kind
of inverse problems. In spite of relatively high forecast
precision, we observe a bad performance in the case of
the acquisitions less disposals of valuables (ALDV) and
changes in inventories (INV) components. Adding in the
model a new piece of a information, consistent with the
properties of that component, it should significantly im-
prove the quality of its prediction. This should be the
main direction for this research issue in the coming fu-
ture. Particular attention should be paid while predict-
ing the GDP components reflecting smaller proportions
in the GDP structure. In fact, the Tsallis entropy es-
timators also belong to the family of the Stein estima-
tors [16], indicating that smaller probabilities are shrunk
and higher probabilities dominate in the solution space.
Adding more consistency related information to less influ-
ential components will enhance parameter precision and
then allow for recovering their influence while dampening
that of bigger events.
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